
 

VisionAire
TM

 

 
Compact Stationary Oxygen Concentrators 
 

Lightest, Quietest, and Most Power-Efficient at 3 & 5 LPM 
 
Many oxygen patients around the world rely on the everyday dependability of 

oxygen concentrators for all of their in-home oxygen needs. 
 
Patients and providers have long established their objectives 

concerning in-home oxygen. Only with the VisionAire
ª
 series compact 

 
You can experience the added assurance of maintenance-free oxygen 

concentrators, fully backed by the expert in oxygen-generating technology. 

This helps ensure that you maximize the potential of your equipment 

inventory while greatly reducing or eliminating any unnecessary down time. 
 
The technology of these filter-free units offers AirSepÕs time-proven expertise 

in a smaller cabinet that will please patients and their physicians, and meet 

your business requirements. Save time and money with the VisionAire Family! 
 
With Safety in Mind 
 
Important safety features include a backlined flowmeter for viewing 

accuracy and proper setting, a locking flow, and overdraw protection. 

Each concentrator is equipped with a resettable circuit breaker, a dual-

function compliance/hour meter, and well-defined system alarms. 

 
FEATURES 
 

 Near silent operation with a low sound level of just 40 dBA 
 

 Maintenance-free 
 

 
Phone: 0345 100 0084

 5 

 Optional oxygen monitor for the VisionAire 5  
 

 Optional air outlet for nebulizer treatments for VisionAire 5  

 Most power-efficient 3 LPM (175 W) & 5 LPM (290 W) unit on the market  

 Compact, lightweight cabinet design Ñ 30 lb (13.6 kg) 
 

concentrators, including VisionAire5, are all these objectives met.  

Cost-Effective, Maintenance-Free Units 

Create Better Patient Outcomes 
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  Compact Stationary Oxygen Concentrators    Product Specifications     
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VisionAireª 5 

 
                                   VisionAire 5 
Oxygen Concentration*      1-5 liters per minute at 90% + 5.5/ -3% 
    

Dimensions In (cm)       20.8 x 14.1 x 11.5 
                                         (52.8 x 35.8 x 29.2) 

Weight    30 lb; shipping weight - 37 lb 
                                         (13.6 kg; shipping weight - 16.7 kg) 

   

Sound Level                40 dBA 

Alarms                       Power failure, High and low pressure 
                                         High temperature, No flow, Low 
    concentration (with optional oxygen monitor) 

Relative Humidity         Up to 95% (non-condensing) 

VisionAire 5 with air outlet (230 V, 60 Hz unit)  AS098-709 

Ordering Information 

 
Phone: 0345 100 0084

Electrical                                                           220-240 V, 50 Hz, 1.5 amps, 290 watts 
                                         230 V, 60 Hz, 1.5 amps, 290 watts 

Description                                                       Catalog Number**                                                                              
                                       

WARRANTY: Three year warranty.

*based on an atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psia (101 kpa) at 70¡ f (21 ¡c). operating unit outside of operational temperature range can affect performance 
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